Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Taylor Swift, Chris Evans and
Ariel Winter

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention. Two of which are celebrity
relationships that are just getting started, such as with Tom
Hiddleston and Taylor Swift, and Chris Evans and Jenny Slate,
while Ariel Winter, on the other hand, has decided to kiss her
boyfriend goodbye. Who’s stepping out in Hollywood this time
around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the crystal ball
of relationships and love. Below, I share my predictions for
these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Tom Hiddleston and Taylor Swift: Looks like Taylor Swift has
bounced back quickly from her breakup with DJ Calvin Harris.
The new man on her arm is Hollywood hottie, Tom Hiddleston.
This coupling took many of us off guard and they are going
hard into this relationship. Parents have been met on both
sides and there are tons of public displays of affection. I
would love to applaud this new celebrity couple, however I’m
suspicious of the quick romance. There have been grumblings
that it’s a publicity stunt. Would Swift go so far as to have
a fake romance? It’s a known fact that Hiddleston gets around
when it comes to the ladies. I wouldn’t go so far as to call
him a ladies man, but he trades in his lady friends very
often. Swift is known for having a new boyfriend often as
well, though that isn’t necessarily her fault. She tends to
get dumped by her boyfriends, so what’s a girl to do? She gets
back out there. While Hiddleston and Swift are all smiles, I’m
not convinced that this relationship is the real thing. Time
will tell if all of these photo ops equal a real celebrity
relationship. At least they look like they are having fun
which is what that matters the most.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Taylor Swift Caught Kissing Tom
Hiddleston Two Weeks After Split
Chris Evans and Jenny Slate: Chris Evans has been rumored to
be dating any woman in Hollywood that he says “hello” to, but
it’s safe to say that he has a new boo and her name is Jenny
Slate. Evans must be into funny women because Slate is a
comedic actress. The two of them just stepped out together on
the red carpet for The Secret Life of Pets. In Hollywood
terms, this means that the pair is officially dating. Slate is

gushing over being with Evans. It’s nice to see Evans finally
in a stable celebrity relationship after speculation of who
he’s snuggling up with. He seems like a nice guy and would be
a keeper for the right woman. Evans and Slate will probably
last about 6-8 months, with Evans being the one to break-up.
Slate will want to nest and settle down with Evans. What girl
wouldn’t? However, he doesn’t look ready to settle down and do
the wife and kid thing just yet. Slate is getting him ready
for the next lady.
Related Link: Chris Evans Shares What He Wants In a Woman
Ariel Winter and Laurent Claude Gaudette: Ariel Winter, the
actress from Modern Family has broken up with boyfriend
Laurent Claude Gaudette, yet again. These two have been on
again and off for the past two years. Most recently, the pair
has unfollowed each other on Instagram. When millennials do
that, they mean business! On a serious note, Winter is finally
done with this celebrity relationship. This whole romance has
been exhausting. Gaudette will call Winter, but she won’t
answer. I see that she will be moving forward. Winter will be
single for a few more months then she will find a new love
with a man who is a little bit older than her. She needs
someone who is more her equal than Gaudette. Had anyone heard
of him before he was with Winter? She’ll bounce back just fine
from this break-up.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Did Ariel Winter Split with
Longtime Beau Laurent Claude Gaudette?
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

